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Student of the Quarter

Have Feedback?

Please share your thoughts with 

us! Review a specific class, tell us 

what we can improve, or share new 

ideas.  Contact:

sma@silvamartialarts.com

Michaela is a focused student with 
quick, sharp kicks.  From her good 
attention in class, to her kindness 
towards others, she is an excellent role 
model to other students in her class.

Congratulations Michaela, and keep 
up the great work!

Michaela Phillips 

mailto:sma@silvamartialarts.com
mailto:sma@silvamartialarts.com
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January

Jan 12  Black Belt Test

Jan 19-21 MLK Day (closed)

February

Feb 8  Anti Bully Seminar

Feb 16-18 President’s Day (closed)

March

March 22 Color Belt Testing

M T W Th F Sat

31 1 2 3 4 5

7 8 9 10 11 Black Belt Test

14 15 16 17 18 MLK Day

MLK Day 22 23 24 25 26

28 29 30 31 1 2

Ja
n

Studio closed on highlighted days.

Family is important to SMA.  With a small staff, we can only have vacation time with family by closing.  Thank you for your 

understanding (note: our system doesn’t allow us to charge different amounts each month.  However, yearly membership costs 

are calculated with holidays in mind).

M T W Th F Sat

28 29 30 31 1 2

4 5 6 7 Anti Bully Class 9

11 12 13 14 15 President’s Day

President’s Day 19 20 21 22 23

25 26 27 28 1 2

F
e
b

M T W Th F Sat

25 26 27 28 1 2

4 5 6 7 8 9

11 12 13 14 15 16

18 19 20 21 Color Belt Test 23

25 26 27 28 29 30

M
a
r

- Mr. Torres & Mr. Hurst
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• Affordably priced
• Highly recommended 
• Extended care available
• Exciting art, games, activities

Create • Destroy • Explore
For ages 5-13

*We have NEW weeks available
*NEW programs for younger 

students (5-7) & older ones (10-13)

Science
CAMP
Science
CAMP

sciencefactorycamp.com
June 10 - Aug 2

At St. Leo’s School

Join The Science Factory this summer!
(With Mr. Hurst!)
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TAE GEUK is the name given to the 

red and blue circle on the Korean flag 

(Taegukki). Tae Geuk represents the 

unity of opposites that composes the 

cosmos. Its characteristics are often 

described as pacifism, unity, creative 

spirit, future spirit, eternity, and Um 

and Yang (Yin and Yang in Chinese). 

Um (earth, female - the blue lower half 

of the circle) and Yang (heaven, male - the red upper half) are themselves opposites 

in delicate balance. Remember that each is dependent upon the other: without 

ugliness there is no beauty; without night there is no day; without cold there is no 

hot; without winter there is no summer. By maintaining the balance and harmony of 

these opposing forces, characteristics and elements in everyday life, we experience 

the Do (or Tao in Chinese) that is at the heart of our chosen martial art: Taekwondo.

There are eight Tae Geuk Poomse, or forms (perhaps better known under their 

Japanese name of Kata), and each is represented by a different Gwe, or theory (which 

explains the derivation of the term Palgwe, meaning eight theories, which was the 

name for the original Taekwondo poomse). In addition to its Gwe, every poomse also 

has an associated Chinese trigram drawn from the I Ching (the Chinese Book of 

Changes). In the trigrams, the straight lines represent Yang, or male, and the broken 

lines represent Um, or female.dependent upon the other: without ugliness there is no 

beauty; without night there is no day; without cold there is no hot; without winter 

there is no summer. By maintaining the balance and harmony of these opposing 

forces, characteristics and elements in everyday life, we experience the Do (or Tao in 

Chinese) that is at the heart of our chosen martial art: Taekwondo.

The Forms
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Extra 
Help

Did you know? Instructors 

normally arrive up to 20 
minutes before class starts.  

This is an excellent time to 
get some extra help!

Come in early to practice 
on the mats on your own, 

or ask an instructor to 
review your techniques with 

you.  You can even have an 
instructor pre test you to 

see if you might be ready 
for a stripe!

*You can also try asking an 

instructor if they have a few 
minutes after class for 

some extra help.

*subject to change

M T W Th Sat

Torres
Fusillo

Sanchez

Torres
Fusillo

Hurst
Fusillo

Sanchez

Hurst
Brant

Hurst/Torres
Sanchez
Fusillo

Teaching Schedule

*subject to change

Meet Your 
Instructors

Mr. Hurst — certified 4th Dan Black Belt.

Mr. Hurst started training Jan 
2002, in middle school.  Although 
he wasn’t looking for a studio, a 
close friend had highly 
recommended Mr. Silva’s classes.  
After trying a class, he was 
instantly hooked!  Mr. Silva’s 
exciting teaching style, and raw 
skills made a lasting impression.

“The studio has done so much 
for me.  I have always been a good 
student in school, but SMA helped 
me develop skills like goal setting, 
and public speaking.  These 
lessons have given me a high level 
of control over my life, and I’ve 
realized that I am able to create my own reality through 
hard work and dedication.

“I continue to learn and grow, and I look forward to 
seeing each of my students achieve black belt.  My 
favorite thing is the difference I can make in student’s 
lives.  I see so much growth in all of them every month, 
and I’m very proud to be a part of their lives.  We are 
truly lucky to have such a wonderful group of families at 
our studio!”
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Upcoming Events

Color Belt Testing   Fri Mar 22

Bring your friends and 

family to cheer as the Silva 

Team demonstrates our 

hard work, power, and 

determination!

Please arrive 15 minutes early, ready to begin.

Testing group  Test start time

Tiny Tigers (ages 3-5)  4:30p
Adults (all) and
Sr Kids: Blue → Red  5:15a
Kids: White → Green Sr  6:30p

Black Belt Testing     Sat, Jan 12th

Come cheer on our 

future Black Belts, and 

see what it takes to be 

an SMA Black Belt!

Saturday:  Morning
Track exercises, and private portion of testing 

(only participants and red/black belts may attend).

Saturday:  11:30 AM - 1:30 PM
Public portion of testing.  Open house for friends 

and family of the studio.
    *BBC (11:30-1 PM) class cancelled

Share 
Photos!

We love to see the photos 

and video that our 
student’s families capture 

during testing. Please 
submit your photos to:

hurst@silvamartialarts.com

With your permission, they 

might even end up in our 
Newsletter or on Facebook!

Rate us on Yelp!

It can be difficult to find 
the right studio to join, and 
not everyone has a friend 
who can help them decide 
which studio is best for 
their needs.

Rate us on Yelp and tell 
everyone what you think 
about SMA!  You might just 
help someone find their 
new passion.

(estimate)

To sign up, visit: silvamartialarts.com

Navigate to: “Current Students” → “Belt Testing”

mailto:hurst@silvamartialarts.com
mailto:hurst@silvamartialarts.com
http://www.silvamartialarts.com
http://www.silvamartialarts.com
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Upcoming Events

Anti Bullying Seminar     Feb 8th     5 - 6 PM

Please join Mr. Hurst for a 

free seminar!  We will start with 

a group discussion about 

bullying situations and how to 

deal with them by using minimal 

to no martial arts techniques.

Following the group discussion, we will also 

practice several non-aggressive self-defense moves 

with partners.

This event is free to the public, meaning that 

your friends are welcome to join.  Nobody deserves 

to be bullied, but everyone should know this 

information to help cope with, and avoid it!

RSVP to: hurst@silvamartialarts.com

New Year’s Resolutions

Pick up a new year’s resolution form from the 

studio (on top of the cubbies), and turn it in to join 

our wall of student resolutions!

We look forward to reading your goals!

Photos • Events • News 

Facebook.com/
TeamSMA

guest 
passes
Bring 1 guest FREE

1st Wed of each month!

Share TKD with your 
friends, family, or co 
workers.  Invite them to 
join us for a free class, 
and have some fun!  No 
commitment required.

Kids   5 - 6
Adults  6 - 7:30

S
E
L
F

DEFENSEF
R
E
E

mailto:hurst@silvamartialarts.com
mailto:hurst@silvamartialarts.com
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Stripe ScheduleThe 
Stripes

The three stripes are:

      kicks

      forms

      one-steps/blocks

Mr. Torres and Mr. Hurst 

test for stripes.  We 
recommend that you pre-

test with an instructor to 
make sure you are ready!  If 

you do not pass, we will try 
again after 2 weeks.

What are tape stripes?

Tape stripes are a system to help students and 

their instructors keep track of progress. To earn a 

stripe, you must show that you remember and can 

perform the required techniques without errors, or 

assistance.  You must have all three prior to testing.

When are tests?  What else should I know?

Look below to see when we will test as a class.
*If you do not pass (or miss the test)  please see Mr. Torres 

or Mr. Hurst. You must wait two weeks between attempts.
*Remember: It is not the physical stripe or the test that is 

important.  It is the knowledge that it represents! Practicing, 
and working hard are the keys to success.

Makeup
Mar 18 - 21

Stripe test on:

M W Th

Yellow
Jan 21 - 24

Stripe test on:

M W Th

Red
Mar 11 - 15

Stripe test on:

M W Th

Green
Feb 18 - 21

Stripe test on:

M W Th
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For content submission, advertising, questions & comments,
Please contact us:

torres@silvamartialarts.com • hurst@silvamartialarts.com

Newsletter written monthly by: Brian Hurst

Did you know?
Each month, we share 
some awesome stuff in the 
newsletter that kids can 
check out too!

- There’s a bio for an 
instructor monthly, so 
that you can learn more 
about us.

- Each month you can 
read about the meaning 
behind one of the forms.

- You can also see our 
stripe schedule to find 
out when we’ll be stripe 
testing, or covering the 
stripe that you need help 
with.

Check it out!

Do you have questions?
Joining a new sport can be confusing, and there is 
more to learn as you advance through the ranks as 
well.

If you have questions, please take the time to 
speak with an instructor in person or via email.  We 
want to help every student succeed, but we can 
only do that if we are aware that you need 
assistance!  We can help you with:

- Belt testing questions

- Personalized training plans (if you are having 
trouble advancing to the next rank)

- Extra one on one attention, or setting up a 
private lesson

Please see our contact information below!

mailto:torres@silvamartialarts.com
mailto:torres@silvamartialarts.com
mailto:hurst@silvamartialarts.com
mailto:hurst@silvamartialarts.com

